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 Abstract 

 The generalizability of effects is an increasing concern among researchers in 

 psychological science. Traditionally, the field has relied on university samples from Europe and 

 North America to make claims about humans writ large. The proposed research will examine 

 researcher predictions regarding the generalizability of four psychological effects. Predictions of 

 outcomes and effect sizes overall and within regional subsamples will be compared to the results 

 of four large scale international collaborative studies. We will also examine relationships 

 between researcher characteristics and prediction accuracy. Our investigation will reveal whether 

 researchers can accurately predict the generalizability of these psychological effects across 

 cultural contexts while offering insight into what features of the researchers are related to their 

 prediction accuracy. 

 Keywords  : generalizability, psychology, metascience,  prediction, forecasting, context 

 sensitivity, cross-cultural differences 
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 Researcher Predictions of Effect Generalizability Across Global Samples 

 Psychological science has typically relied on convenience samples, such as undergraduate 

 students at universities (Sears, 1986) or, more recently, individuals recruited online through 

 services like Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk; Anderson et al., 2019), located in Western and 

 Northern regions of the globe. Described as psychology’s WEIRDness problem (Henrich et al., 

 2010), evidence from these narrow samples is nonetheless used to make general claims about 

 human psychology (e.g., DeJesus, et al., 2019; Rad et al., 2018).  1  The recognition of this and 

 other limitations of research practices has led to an increasing concern about the generalizability 

 of psychological effects (e.g., Haeffel & Cobb, 2022; Tiokhin et al., 2019; Yarkoni, 2022). While 

 the field has begun grappling with how to address these issues (e.g.,  Apicella et al., 2020; 

 Deffner et al., 2022; Hruschka et al., 2018; Medin et al., 2017; Rad et al., 2018; Syed & 

 Kathawalla, 2022  ), researchers’ understanding of generalizability  in psychology has not been 

 examined empirically. The present research seeks to fill this gap by investigating whether 

 researchers can accurately predict when psychological effects will generalize across regions and 

 sample sources and examining what researcher characteristics relate to their prediction accuracy. 

 Generalizability in Psychology 

 Over the last decade, calls for reform have focused on changing research practices to 

 increase the transparency and replicability of psychological science (e.g., Munafò et al., 2017; 

 Vazire, 2018). Defined broadly, replications test the reliability of a research finding with different 

 data (Nosek et al., 2022). Accordingly, replication studies have been described as tests of 

 generalizability that can help identify the boundary conditions of an effect (Nosek & Errington, 

 2020). Failures to replicate an effect may indicate that it does not generalize to the conditions of 

 1  WEIRD is an acronym for Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic, all common characteristics of 
 research participants in the psychological and behavioral sciences (Henrich et al., 2010). 
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 the replication study, such as its sample or setting. Indeed, context sensitivity is often invoked 

 when replications fail (e.g., Crisp & Birtel, 2014; Schnall et al., 2014; Schwarz & Strack, 2014; 

 Shih et al., 2014; Van Bavel et al., 2016). Specifically, sample differences between the original 

 and replication studies may be cited when effects fail to replicate (e.g., Cesario, 2014; 

 Dijksterhuis, 2018; Ferguson et al., 2014; Gilbert et al., 2016; Schnall et al., 2014). However, 

 researchers often make unwarranted universal claims and do not suggest that their findings could 

 be context dependent (e.g., Simons, 2014; Simons et al., 2017). 

 The generalizability of a research finding refers to its applicability to not only other 

 samples or settings, but also to other methods and measures. In a meta-analytic context, the 

 heterogeneity of an effect is how it varies across any or all of these study features. For a given 

 study, such features likely contribute to whether a hypothesized effect is observed; failures to 

 generalize may arise from methodological sources. Accordingly, Yarkoni (2022) argued that the 

 low rates of replication in psychological research can be explained in part by the misalignment 

 between verbal and statistical expressions. Researchers often make general claims based on 

 specific operationalizations and fail to account for important features of the research like 

 stimulus variation in their models. While some research methods, such as radical randomization 

 (Baribault et al., 2018) or integrative experiment design (Almaatouq et al., 2022), may produce 

 comparatively comprehensive results that consider variability across methods and measures, few 

 researchers actively examine generalizability or address its limitations in their own work (e.g., 

 Simons et al., 2017; Yarkoni, 2022). 

 Generalizability across Cultural Contexts 

 The concept of generalizability is broad and may even be conflated with representative 

 sampling and other features of the research key to internal and external validity (e.g., Kukull & 
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 Ganguli, 2012). In the present research, we focus on one facet of generalizability: the 

 heterogeneity of effects across cultural contexts. While the lack of diversity in psychology’s 

 researchers and samples is becoming widely acknowledged (e.g., Arnett, 2008; Henrich et al., 

 2010; Medin et al., 2017; Nielsen et al., 2017), the field has made little progress in changing 

 sampling practices (Apicella et al., 2020; Rad et al., 2018; Thalmayer et al., 2021). Researchers 

 have argued for explicit discussion of constraints on generality (Simons et al., 2017) or increased 

 specificity of population based claims (Rad et al., 2018) to mitigate the problem of 

 overgeneralization. 

 Perhaps surprisingly, recent large-scale international collaborations have found little 

 effect heterogeneity in their investigations. In multi-laboratory investigations of replicability, 

 effects have either consistently generalized or failed to replicate across sites (Ebersole et al., 

 2016, 2020; Klein et al., 2014, 2018, 2022; Olsson-Collentine et al., 2020). However, the high 

 proportion of failed replications in some of these investigations (e.g., 80% in Ebersole et al., 

 2020), likely contributed to low heterogeneity across sites because true null results have limited 

 effect size variability. Further, the samples were mainly undergraduates from high income 

 countries, and thus, relatively “WEIRD”. Potentially, without formal theory to guide 

 cross-cultural investigations (e.g., Muthukrishna et al., 2020), international collaborations may 

 fail to identify meaningful cultural variation that could be otherwise found with theoretically 

 justified cultural sampling. Indeed, cultural variability of psychological phenomena has been 

 observed in many investigations.  2  In one illustration of the need for strong generalizability tests, 

 Tiokhin et al. (2019) failed to replicate social discounting effects in rural Bangladesh and 

 Indonesia. Other large-scale global studies have found mixed evidence for generalizability; in 

 2  For examples of reviews and perspectives on cultural differences in psychology, see Apicella and Barret (2016), 
 Boer and Fischer, (2013), Henrich (2015), and Kline et al. (2018). 
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 research on face perception (Jones et al., 2021) and moral judgment (Bago et al., 2022), effects 

 generalized across world regions for only a subset of outcomes and analyses. Effect 

 heterogeneity, and failures to generalize, should emerge in multisite research to the extent that 

 samples vary on cultural factors that produce or relate to the psychological phenomena. Whether 

 researchers can predict when and how such cultural heterogeneity will be found, however, 

 remains unknown. 

 Predicting Research Results 

 Researchers have demonstrated the ability of scientists (e.g., Forsell et al., 2019) and 

 even laypeople (e.g., Hoogeveen et al., 2020) to predict replication and other empirical outcomes 

 through prediction markets and belief surveys. While prediction markets have theoretical 

 advantages over other approaches (e.g., Plott & Sunder, 1988), and some researchers have 

 demonstrated the superiority of prediction markets over survey beliefs in replication prediction 

 accuracy (Dreber et al., 2015), others have found similar outcomes for both approaches (Camerer 

 et al., 2016, 2018; Viganola et al., 2021). For relative effect size estimates, survey beliefs may 

 even outperform markets (Forsell et al., 2019). In a recent meta-analysis of replication 

 predictions, Gordon et al. (2021) found that prediction market prices and average survey 

 responses were similarly correlated with outcomes (i.e.,  r =  .581 and  r  = .564, respectively). 

 Overall, research outcome predictions appear to have strong relationships with actual research 

 results. 

 While research examining replicability predictions is a new but growing area (see also 

 Fraser et al., 2023), research examining predictions of research generalizability is much more 

 limited – we are aware of only one prior investigation in this area. Delios et al. (2022) asked 

 researchers to predict the likelihood that findings from management research using archival data 
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 would generalize to data from different time periods. Predictions of generalizability were 

 positively associated with outcomes at the individual and study level. The correlations between 

 aggregated predictions and outcomes were modest (  r  [22] = .259) and the individual level effects 

 appeared small.  3  They found no evidence that researchers over- or underestimated the 

 generalizability of effects; the overall predicted generalizability rate (57%) was close to the 

 observed generalizability rate (55%). While providing initial evidence for generalization 

 prediction accuracy, this investigation examined predictions of generalizability across time 

 periods rather than across geographic regions.  4  Thus, whether researchers can predict 

 generalizability across sample regions and sources remains an open question. Further, whether 

 researchers anticipate that research results will generalize across cultural contexts more or less 

 than they do in reality remains unknown. 

 Peters et al. (2022) argued that scientists demonstrate a generalization bias in which they 

 generalize their results to broader populations than is warranted. For instance, Rad et al. (2018) 

 found that most of the papers published in Psychological Science in 2014 relied on WEIRD 

 samples and nevertheless made general claims, and DeJesus et al (2019) found that the majority 

 of articles published in 11 psychology journals in 2015 and 2016 used unwarranted generic 

 language to describe results. If this generalization bias applies to the present research, 

 researchers may predict more generalizability of psychological effects than is found. However, 

 skepticism about the effect, focus on the potential for cross-cultural differences, or awareness of 

 generalizability concerns in research could instead produce underestimations of generalizability. 

 4  In their generalization analyses, Delios et al. (2022) included some tests of generalization to other geographies. 
 However, they did not ask forecasters to predict the outcomes of these tests. 

 3  No prediction test statistic or effect size was reported, but the model explained little variance (  R  adj 
 2  =  .001). 
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 Variations in Prediction Accuracy 

 Several researcher characteristics may relate to the accuracy of their generalizability 

 predictions. For example, research expertise and experience may increase prediction accuracy. 

 However, previous research has found that experts may be equally skilled as, or only nominally 

 better than, non-experts at predicting outcomes in their domains of expertise (see Camerer & 

 Johnson, 1991). Prediction market studies of accuracy in predicting research replications (e.g., 

 Camerer et al., 2016, 2018; Dreber et al., 2015) generally examine aggregate effects rather than 

 individual predictions. Thus, research on what characteristics of researchers increase their 

 predictive accuracy is lacking, and existing evidence regarding whether expertise positively 

 relates to accuracy is mixed. 

 Hoogeveen et al. (2020) found that, in aggregate, lay people were able to predict research 

 replication outcomes with some accuracy (59%) but may be less accurate than experts (65-72%). 

 However, providing details about the original effects increased lay persons’ accuracy (67%). 

 McBride et al. (2012) examined expert prediction accuracy for ecology research outcomes and 

 found no consistent effects of self-assessed expertise, experience, or publication record. In their 

 investigation of outcome predictions for behavioral economics experiments, DellaVigna and 

 Pope (2018) found that researcher expertise did not positively correlate with accuracy. However, 

 academic experts were more accurate than non-experts (e.g., MTurk workers), but only 

 according to prediction error measures and not on rank order measures of accuracy. Benjamin et 

 al. (2017) examined the accuracy of cancer researchers’ predictions of replication outcomes from 

 the reproducibility project: cancer biology. As a group, experts outperformed trainees on some 

 metrics of accuracy but not others. Among experts, publication impact (  r  = - .15) but not topic 

 expertise related to prediction errors. Interestingly, prediction confidence was positively related 
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 to error (  r  = .36); however, other researchers have found positive relationships between 

 confidence and the  accuracy  of empirical outcome predictions  (DellaVigna & Pope, 2018). 

 Overall, the effects of expertise and experience on predicting research outcomes are unclear, and 

 whether these previous findings are replicable or if they extend to generalizability prediction is 

 unknown. 

 Involvement in the research may also impact accuracy in generalizability prediction. 

 Familiarity with nuances of the study (e.g., fine methodological details) could increase prediction 

 accuracy. Alternatively, investment in the outcomes of the research could decrease accuracy; the 

 predictions of researchers involved in a project may be less accurate than those not involved 

 because they hope that specific outcomes (e.g., finding the effect) will occur. Predictions may be 

 biased by desired results, perhaps due to motivated reasoning (see Kunda, 1990). However, the 

 evidence for such desirability biases in predicting future outcomes is mixed (Krizan & 

 Windschitl, 2007). 

 Other researcher characteristics, such as individual differences in cognitive styles, may 

 also relate to prediction accuracy. To our knowledge, these factors have not been examined in 

 regard to predicting research outcomes. However, prior research has found some evidence for 

 individual differences predicting performance in other forecasting or prediction contexts. For 

 instance,  Haran et al. (2013) examined how predictions  under uncertainty were related to 

 individual differences, including actively open-minded t  hinking (AOT; Baron, 1993; Stanovich 

 & West, 2007) and need for cognition (NFC; Cacioppo et al., 1984). Of the exa  mined variables, 

 only AOT was associated with accuracy (β = .209), though this positive relationship depended 

 on the usefulness of the available information. Researchers investigating so-called 

 “superforecasters” predicting future geopolitical events found that superforecasters scored higher 
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 than other forecasters on AOT and other positive individual differences in cognitive style and 

 ability (e.g., NFC; Mellers, Stone, Murray et al., 2015). These same variables positively 

 correlated with prediction accuracy among forecasters more generally (e.g., AOT,  r  = -.12; see 

 also Mellers, Stone, Atanasov et al., 2015). 

 Intellectual humility, or the willingness to  recognize the limitations of personal 

 knowledge, has several potential social and personal benefits (for a review, see Porter et al., 

 2022) that may also be relevant to prediction. Researchers have found relationships between 

 intellectual humility and AOT (  r  = .32, Beebe & Matheson,  2022; β = .56, Krumrei-Mancuso et 

 al., 2020;  r  = .56, Krumrei-Mancuso & Rouse, 2016),  curiosity (β = .22, Krumrei-Mancuso et al., 

 2020;  r  = .27, Leary et al., 2017), and cognitive  flexibility (  r  = .35, Zmigrod et al., 2019). 

 Intellectual humility among scientists may even improve research quality and credibility 

 (Hoekstra & Vazire, 2021; Nosek et al., 2019) and drive scientific progress (Porter et al., 2022). 

 For instance, intellectual humility predicts how much psychology researchers update their beliefs 

 about effects in response to new evidence (β = .086, McDiarmid et al., 2021). Thus, intellectual 

 humility may be another feature of researchers that relates to their ability to predict research 

 generalizability. 

 Present Research 

 The proposed research will examine researcher intuitions regarding the generalizability of 

 psychological effects across cultural contexts. Our investigation will focus on four projects 

 selected by the Psychological Science Accelerator (PSA) in response to two special calls for 

 studies. The PSA is a globally distributed network of researchers in psychological science with 

 members from all six populated continents that coordinates data collection for crowdsourced 

 research projects (Moshontz et al., 2018). Selected projects will test the generalizability of 
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 psychological phenomena across university and community samples in countries around the 

 world. Previous PSA studies have included samples ranging from 11,570 to  25,718  participants 

 from 45 to 89 geographical regions (Bago et al., 2022; Dorison et al., 2022; Jones et al., 2021; 

 Psychological Science Accelerator Self-Determination Theory Collaboration, 2022; Wang et al., 

 2021). Similarly, the focal projects for the present research will be designed to be highly 

 powered with considerable regional diversity. 

 For each project, we will survey researchers in the PSA who are project contributors and 

 those who are not prior to the start of data collection. Researchers will complete a series of 

 predictions about a single focal effect from the project. Specifically, researchers will estimate the 

 probability that the expected effect will be observed both overall and within regional subsamples. 

 They will also predict the size of the focal effect overall and within regional subsamples. We will 

 examine researcher predictions about the effects in relation to the research results to determine 

 whether researchers can accurately predict the generalizability of the studied psychological 

 phenomena. Given previous research demonstrating the ability of researchers to accurately 

 predict empirical outcomes, we anticipate positive relationships between predicted and actual 

 outcomes and effect sizes. We expect that these relationships will emerge in both aggregate 

 subsample level analyses and prediction level analyses. 

 The proposed research will also examine if researcher characteristics are associated with 

 generalizability prediction accuracy. We will test hypotheses that researcher involvement, 

 prediction confidence, expertise, experience, actively open minded thinking, and intellectual 

 humility predict the accuracy of their outcome and effect size predictions. We will include 

 several measures of researcher expertise and experience in the studies but focus on a subset for 

 our confirmatory analyses. In secondary analyses, we will also test if researchers can predict 
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 when variables hypothesized to capture relevant cultural differences will moderate the focal 

 effects. We included these predictions in the research because generalizability can depend on 

 systematic variability in effects based on participant and sample features (i.e., moderators). Thus, 

 accurate moderation predictions may suggest that researchers understand why effects do or do 

 not generalize across cultural contexts. 

 Given the focus of the proposed research on generalizability prediction, limitations on the 

 generalizability of our results should be acknowledged. For instance, methodological features of 

 the research, such as our chosen sample and how we will select the studies and their focal effects, 

 will likely produce results that do not generalize to all researchers or all effects. We will discuss 

 our findings with these constraints in mind. Nevertheless, taken together, our results will provide 

 insight into how researchers understand the generalizability of psychological effects across 

 cultural contexts. Our findings may inform recommendations for researchers discussing the 

 constraints on generality of their research or help determine whether predictions should be used 

 to prioritize effects for future research on generalizability. 

 Methods 

 We report how we determined our sample size, all data exclusions (if any), all 

 manipulations, and all measures in the study (Simmons et al., 2012). See Table 1 for the Study 

 Design Table. Our methods and analysis plan will be preregistered and data will be made 

 publicly available. The proposed research will comply with all relevant ethical regulations; we 

 will obtain informed consent from participants for each study. The research protocol has been 

 reviewed and approved by Ashland University’s Institutional Review Board (FWA #00014951). 
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 Participants 

 The proposed research will include four studies linked to four ongoing PSA research 

 projects. For each of these studies, participation will occur after the PSA project’s protocol is 

 finalized but before data collection for that project has commenced. Participants will be members 

 of the PSA recruited through the network’s newsletter, project updates, and social media. The 

 sample will include researchers in psychology and related fields across educational and career 

 stages from institutions across the globe; the only criteria for participation will be membership in 

 the PSA network. PSA Membership requires agreement to support the mission and core 

 principles of the PSA and adherence to the PSA’s code of conduct. All contributors to PSA 

 projects must first become members. We chose to target PSA members to have a clearly defined 

 sampling strategy and enable examination of the relationship between researcher involvement 

 and prediction accuracy. For each investigation, we will recruit approximately equal samples of 

 researchers who are involved in the focal study, such as members of the data collection teams, 

 and researchers who are not. We aim to collect 100 participants per study, or 400 total. This 

 number provides sufficient power for our main hypothesis tests according to power analyses (see 

 below). 

 Project Selection 

 Four projects will be selected from two special calls for studies released by the PSA. 

 These calls invited proposals of research projects investigating generalizability of psychological 

 phenomena across global samples. Selected projects will be funded in part by the John 

 Templeton Foundation. Research questions will be related to one or more of the funding 

 agency’s strategic priorities, which include the dynamics of religious change, intellectual 

 humility, religious cognition, the science of character virtue, and health, religion, and spirituality. 
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 Projects will be selected in accordance with PSA policies and procedures based on the feasibility, 

 quality, and appropriateness for the call. The proposals will undergo two rounds of review, 

 overseen by the PSA’s Study Selection Committee. These include an initial feasibility and quality 

 review followed by a full review by experts from within and outside of the PSA and feedback 

 from the PSA network. The Study Selection Committee will then synthesize this feedback to 

 decide which projects to accept. 

 One project, provisionally titled, “A Cross-cultural Study of Everyday Moral 

 Experiences,” was accepted from the first call for studies and is in preparation. Referred to here 

 as “Moral Experiences”, this project will assess how moral experiences vary as a function of 

 individual and cultural factors, utilizing experience sampling methodology. The remaining three 

 projects will be selected from the second, ongoing, call for studies (see 

 https://psysciacc.org/2022/12/06/second-special-call-for-studies-studying-generalizability-with-g 

 lobal-samples/  ) and, thus, are not yet known. 

 Materials 

 A single focal effect will be selected from each project based on input from the proposing 

 authors. We will ask the proposing authors to identify effects from their project that meet the 

 following criteria: 1) answers a central research question, 2) results from an inferential statistical 

 test, and 3) is grounded in theory and supported by previous research. They will be told to 

 prioritize simple and easily described effects tested at α = .05 if multiple effects meet this 

 criteria. If the proposing authors suggest more than one focal effect, we will choose from among 

 these randomly. We selected the following focal effect for the Moral Experiences project based 

 on this procedure: Experiences of moral events will be associated with higher momentary 

 happiness than experiences of immoral events. 

https://psysciacc.org/2022/12/06/second-special-call-for-studies-studying-generalizability-with-global-samples/
https://psysciacc.org/2022/12/06/second-special-call-for-studies-studying-generalizability-with-global-samples/
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 We will compose single page project descriptions for each study that will be approved by 

 the proposing authors of the project as a quality check. Descriptions will include the study title, a 

 study summary, a statement of the focal effect, details of how the focal effect will be tested, and 

 any necessary references. See the supplementary materials 

 (  https://osf.io/fu7dk/?view_only=348484e6e86442e5a43e75e0cf9aa310  ) for the Moral 

 Experiences project description. 

 Measures 

 The full text of all items and scales can be found in the supplementary materials 

 (  https://osf.io/fu7dk/?view_only=348484e6e86442e5a43e75e0cf9aa310  )  . 

 Actual Research Results 

 For each project, we will implement any preregistered data cleaning procedures and 

 exclusion criteria prior to our analyses. Then, data from each project will be analyzed to produce 

 a binary focal effect outcome both overall and within each subsample–a combination of country 

 and sample source (i.e., university vs. community). The binary outcome measures will be the 

 significance of the focal effect analysis at  p  < .05  in line with prior empirical outcome prediction 

 research (e.g., Benjamin et al., 2017; Camerer et al., 2016, 2018; Delios et al., 2022; Dreber et 

 al., 2015; Hoogeveen et al., 2020). We will also calculate an effect size for the focal effect both 

 overall and within each subsample. While our dichotomous measure has limitations due to the 

 impact of varying subsample sizes on the outcome, including both types of measures will allow 

 us to examine predictions regarding both the presence and magnitude of the focal effects. Only 

 subsamples (e.g., university students in Colombia) with 100 or more valid participants will be 

 used in analyses. This number was chosen to ensure power to detect at least a medium sized 

 effect in each subsample; however, the minimum detectable effect in each subsample will depend 

https://osf.io/fu7dk/?view_only=348484e6e86442e5a43e75e0cf9aa310
https://osf.io/fu7dk/?view_only=348484e6e86442e5a43e75e0cf9aa310
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 on the focal effect analysis as well as the subsample size. All effect sizes will be transformed to a 

 common metric of Cohen's  d  before analyses using the  effectsize  package in  R  (Ben-Shachar et 

 al., 2020).  5  We chose this metric because it is unbounded  and easily interpretable. 

 The effects of moderators hypothesized to capture relevant cultural differences will be 

 tested separately at the level of individuals and subsamples. Five to ten potential moderators will 

 be chosen for each study with input from the proposing authors. They will be asked to suggest 

 demographic and individual difference measures included in their project that they believe may 

 moderate the focal effect at the participant and/or subsample level. All moderators will be tested 

 at both levels of analysis. At the individual level, moderators will be tested as appropriately 

 specified additions to the overall focal effect analyses. For the subsample level tests, moderators 

 will be aggregated (i.e., continuous measures will be averaged, while proportions will be 

 calculated for categorical variables) then tested as a predictor/moderator in random effects 

 meta-regression models. The binary outcomes of these moderation analyses (i.e., their 

 significance at  p  < .05) will serve as dependent measures  in secondary analyses. For the Moral 

 Experiences project, we will examine the following moderators: gender, religiosity, religious 

 affiliation, belief in a personal afterlife, relational mobility,  thriving,  and moral identity 

 internalization.  6  For the individual level analyses, each variable and its interaction with 

 experience valence (moral vs. immoral) will be added to the focal effect model. The interaction 

 effect will be interpreted as evidence of moderation. 

 6  Religious affiliation will not be included in the subsample level analyses because it is not easily dichotomized to 
 create a single proportion.  ¶ 

 5  The formulas for the effect size conversion functions in this package were primarily derived from Borenstein et al. 
 (2009). 
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 Primary Results Predictions 

 Participant researchers will predict outcomes and effect sizes both overall and within 

 regional subsamples. For focal effect outcomes, they will predict the probability that a 

 statistically significant effect (  p  < .05) in the  hypothesized direction will be found on a 100-point 

 scale from 0% to 100%. We chose to ask participants to estimate probabilities rather than 

 alternatives (e.g., odds) in the interest of task ease and to allow for easier comparison with prior 

 research on predictions of research outcomes (e.g., Benjamin et al., 2017; Camerer et al., 2016, 

 2018; Delios et al., 2022; Dreber et al., 2015; Forsell et al., 2019; Viganola et al., 2021). 

 Participants will also estimate the effect size of the focal effect. They will be instructed to enter 

 an effect size in an appropriate metric and provided with a reminder of effect size interpretations. 

 Each participant will be randomly assigned to respond to subsample items for 10 countries from 

 a list of all countries in which university and community samples are anticipated to be larger than 

 100.  7  For each country, they will make both outcome  and effect size predictions for university 

 and community subsamples separately. Country presentation order will be randomized. The four 

 prediction items for each country will be presented in one of eight possible orders randomly 

 assigned to each participant. For ease of responding, the eight orders pair together either the type 

 of sample or the type of prediction with the other factor ordered consistently within each type; 

 item order will remain consistent within participants. All predicted effect sizes will be 

 transformed to a common metric (i.e., Cohen’s  d  ) before  analyses. 

 We will examine these predictions relative to actual results both at the prediction level 

 and in aggregate at the level of subsample. For the aggregate analyses, we will compute 

 subsample means for both outcome and effect size predictions. Though aggregation of predicted 

 7  As participants will complete four predictions per country, we chose to assign ten countries to limit study length 
 and participant fatigue. 
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 probabilities using means can reduce the extremity of predictions, which may decrease their 

 accuracy (Baron et al., 2014), prior research on predictions of research outcomes has most 

 typically used means for aggregation (e.g., Benjamin et al., 2017; Camerer et al., 2016, 2018; 

 Delios et al., 2022; DellaVigna & Pope, 2018; Dreber et al., 2015; Forsell et al., 2019; 

 Hoogeveen et al., 2020; Viganola et al., 2021). This method may produce less error in aggregated 

 replication outcome predictions than medians or other alternatives (Gordon et al., 2021). 

 Prediction Accuracy.  Measures of accuracy will also  be computed for every prediction. 

 For binary outcomes, Brier scores (i.e., the squared prediction error; Brier, 1950) will be 

 calculated for each predicted probability. For effect sizes, absolute differences will be calculated 

 by subtracting predicted effect sizes from actual effect sizes and taking the absolute value of the 

 result. For both indices, lower values indicate more accuracy than higher values. 

 Task Difficulty and Prediction Confidence 

 After making their predictions, participant researchers will respond to four items (i.e., 

 two for outcome probabilities and two for effect size estimations) about the difficulty of the 

 prediction tasks and their confidence in their responses on the tasks in a random order. The items 

 will be measured on 5-point Likert-type scales ranging from “Not at all difficult” to “Extremely 

 difficult” or “Not at all confident” to “Extremely confident”. 

 Moderation Predictions 

 Participants will predict the probability that culturally relevant moderators will impact the 

 focal effect at the individual and subsample levels of analysis. After reading how the moderators 

 will be tested, participants in each study will be randomly assigned to complete predictions for 

 five of the potential moderators. For each moderator, they will respond to two items (i.e., 

 individual and sample level predictions), the order of which will be randomized between 
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 participants. A brief definition of the moderator will be provided as a parenthetical in the items 

 when necessary. Moderator presentation order will also be randomized. 

 Researcher Beliefs 

 Participant researchers will report their holistic assessments of effect generalizability. 

 Specifically, they will be asked to identify how generalizable types of effects are across cultural 

 contexts on a 5-point Likert-type scale ranging from “Not at all generalizable” to “Completely 

 generalizable”. These three questions will target the focal effect, effects in the project’s subfield 

 of psychology (e.g., moral psychology), and effects in psychology as a field. Participants will 

 also rate their confidence that the psychological phenomenon underlying the focal effect is real 

 on a 5-point Likert-type scale ranging from “Not at all confident” to “Extremely confident”. 

 Individual Differences 

 Participants will complete the Comprehensive Intellectual Humility Scale 

 (Krumrei-Mancuso & Rouse, 2016) and a measure of Actively Open-Minded Thinking (Baron, 

 1993; Stanovich & West, 2007) as implemented by Haran et al. (2013).  8  The Comprehensive 

 Intellectual Humility Scale has high internal consistency (α = .82 - .89) and shows evidence of 

 convergent, discriminant, and predictive validity (Krumrei-Mancuso & Rouse, 2016). The 

 specific measure of AOT has not been formally validated, but researchers have previously 

 demonstrated its relationship with prediction accuracy (Haran et al., 2013; Mellers, Stone, 

 Murray  et al., 2015). 

 The scales and items within each scale will be presented in a random order. For the 

 Comprehensive Intellectual Humility Scale, participants will be asked to indicate their agreement 

 with 22 items, such as “I  have at times changed opinions  that were important to me, when 

 8  Haran et al. (2013) adapted Stanovich & West (2007)’s scale to shorten it from 41 items to 7 items. 
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 someone showed me I was wrong,” on a 7-point Likert-type scale ranging from “Strongly 

 disagree” to “Strongly agree”. The Actively Open-Minded Thinking Scale will include 7 items, 

 such as “Allowing oneself to be convinced by an opposing argument is a sign of good character,” 

 measured on a 7-point Likert-type scale ranging from “Completely disagree” to “Completely 

 agree”. For both measures, we will score items so that positive values indicate agreement and 

 negative values indicate disagreement. After reverse scoring necessary items, we will compute 

 mean index scores for analyses. 

 Researcher Involvement, Experience, and Expertise 

 Participant researchers will indicate their involvement in the particular project (i.e., a 

 collaborator or not), the length of their membership in the PSA, and the number of PSA studies 

 to which they have contributed. They will additionally report the number of large scale 

 international research collaborations outside the PSA to which they have contributed and the 

 number of peer-reviewed publications they have published both in total and as first author. 

 Participants will self-report their level of expertise in the research areas of cross-cultural 

 differences, generalizability, the project subfield (e.g., moral psychology), and the focal effect 

 topic area (e.g., the effect of moral experiences on momentary happiness) on an 8-point 

 Likert-type scale ranging from “No knowledge” to “Very high knowledge  .  ”  They will also report 

 whether they have previously published research in these same areas as an additional proxy for 

 expertise  . 

 Demographic, Educational, and Occupational Characteristics 

 Participants will be asked to report their age, gender identity, racial and ethnic identity, 

 and country of residence. They will also provide their employment or educational institution 

 type, current position if their institution is a university or college, highest degree obtained, year 
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 they completed their highest degree, primary field of study, and subfield of psychology if that 

 was their primary field. 

 Procedure 

 Participant researchers will be recruited for each of the four studies separately. After 

 providing consent, they will read a description of the research project and focal effect. Then, they 

 will complete focal effect predictions overall and for their 10 assigned countries; after which, 

 they will report how difficult they found the prediction tasks and their confidence in their 

 predictions. Next, they will be asked to make predictions about potential moderators and to 

 answer items about their beliefs about generalizability. Then, they will complete the individual 

 differences questionnaires. Finally, they will report their research experience and expertise and 

 their demographic, educational, and occupational characteristics. Participants will create unique 

 identification codes to track their participation across studies. After completing the study, 

 participants will be redirected to a separate survey to enter their personal information for 

 compensation purposes. 

 Power Analyses 

 Power analyses were conducted using the  pwr  (Champely,  2020) and  simr  (Green & 

 MacLeod, 2016) packages in  R  (R Core Team, 2022).  See 

 https://osf.io/32m6h/?view_only=348484e6e86442e5a43e75e0cf9aa310  for code and output. 

 Given the lack of previous research on generalizability predictions, we aimed to ensure that we 

 had sufficient power (90% with α = .05) to detect small effects in most of our analyses, thereby 

 increasing confidence in our results. 

https://osf.io/32m6h/?view_only=348484e6e86442e5a43e75e0cf9aa310
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 First, we calculated power assuming that 15 countries will have subsamples of at least 

 100 university participants and 100 community participants in each associated project. This 

 number was based on minimum recruitment expectations. For aggregate analyses, we would 

 have 120 observations (four projects x 15 countries x two sample sources) and 90% power to 

 detect moderate correlations (  r  = .290 with ɑ = .05)  between the mean predictions from our 

 participants and the actual research results. For the multilevel analyses (see model specifications 

 under “Analysis Plan”), we examined the power to detect very small relationships between 

 predicted and actual results with 50 to 100 participants in each of our studies in steps of 10. The 

 binary outcome model simulations revealed that 60 participants per study would provide more 

 than 90% power to detect a very small effect of OR = 1.18 with ɑ = .05. The effect size model 

 simulations revealed that 70 participants per study would provide more than 90% power to detect 

 an very small effect of η  2  = .002 with ɑ = .05. 

 For our tests examining what participant characteristics are related to prediction accuracy, 

 we chose to focus on the potential effect of study involvement as it is most relevant to participant 

 recruitment. The model simulations for both absolute effect size differences and Brier scores 

 suggested that 70 participants per study would provide sufficient power (i.e., over 90% at ɑ = 

 .05) to detect very small effects of study involvement (η  2  = .003) with approximately equal group 

 numbers. 

 We reran the simulations for our tests examining the relationships between predicted and 

 actual results to see how power would be affected if each study included twice as many possible 

 subsamples, or 30 countries per study.  9  For aggregate  analyses, this increase would provide 90% 

 power for the detection of small to medium correlation effects (  r  = .207 with ɑ = .05). Power for 

 9  One of the largest PSA studies (Wang et al., 2021) included 37 countries/regions that had a minimum of 200 
 participants. 
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 the multilevel analyses should be less affected; the number of countries represented in each study 

 does not affect the total number of observations in the analyses (i.e., 20 per participant per study, 

 or 8,000 total with 100 participants in each study). Still, for the models predicting actual results, 

 the number of unique observations for each dependent measure will increase with the number of 

 subsamples. Simulations revealed that this difference had minimal impact on power; 70 

 participants per study would still be sufficient to achieve at least 90% power to detect the same 

 size effects as the previous analyses. Thus, our sampling goal of 100 participants per study, or 

 400 participants total, will provide enough power for all our primary multilevel analyses even 

 with as much as 30% data loss due to incomplete responding. 

 Analysis Plan 

 All analyses will be conducted in  R  (R Core Team,  2022). Raw and clean data, and 

 analysis code and output, will be shared publicly at  https://osf.io/skx8d  . The code for the planned 

 analyses can be found at 

 https://osf.io/32m6h/?view_only=348484e6e86442e5a43e75e0cf9aa310  . 

 No participants will be excluded from the analytic dataset. All participants with available 

 data on the relevant variables will be included in a given analysis. Missing data will not be 

 replaced. Given our population of interest, PSA member researchers, we anticipate high 

 participant engagement that produces good data quality. 

 We will employ α = .05 for all analyses. The logistic multilevel models will be fit using 

 the  glmer  function in  lme4  (Bates et al., 2015) with  p  -values calculated using Wald tests. The 

 linear multilevel models will be fit with the  lmer  function in  lmerTest  (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) 

 with  p  -values calculated using Satterthwaite's degrees  of freedom method. The formulas 

 provided below adopt the  lme4  package notation. 

https://osf.io/skx8d
https://osf.io/32m6h/?view_only=348484e6e86442e5a43e75e0cf9aa310
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 Focal Effects 

 For each of the four associated projects, we will briefly report the findings regarding the 

 focal effect both overall (i.e., from a single test) and across subsamples (i.e., as determined by a 

 meta-analysis).  10  After calculating an effect size  for each subsample, we will report the weighted 

 mean of the effect size based on a random-effects meta-analysis with sample country and sample 

 source as random effects using the  metafor  package  (Viechtbauer, 2010). We will report three 

 heterogeneity estimates from each meta-analysis:  Q  ,  I  2  , and τ  2  . We will also report the percentage 

 of subsamples in which we found the expected effect. 

 Primary Analyses 

 Relationships between Predicted and Actual Results 

 We will examine the relationships between the predicted and actual results at two levels 

 of analysis. Aggregate subsample level analyses will estimate the relationships between 

 predictions and results on average, and prediction level analyses will estimate the relationships 

 while examining and accounting for variability according to study, sample country, sample 

 source (i.e., university vs. community), and participant researcher. First, we will examine the 

 correlations between the aggregate subsample predictions of the researchers and the actual 

 subsample results using data from the four studies combined. Specifically, we will examine how 

 the mean probability estimates of finding an effect in the subsamples relates to our binary 

 outcome variable. We will also examine the relationship between the means of the predicted 

 effect sizes for the subsamples and their observed effect sizes. If the continuous variables appear 

 10  While we will model our focal effect analysis after those planned for each project, discrepancies between our 
 results and those reported by the researchers may occur. For instance, the researchers may not report a meta-analysis 
 of the focal effect, or they may report a meta-analysis with different specifications. We will disclose and explain any 
 such discrepancies in the analytic strategy or statistical conclusions for each effect. 
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 normally distributed according to quantile-quantile plots, we will use point biserial and Pearson 

 correlations, respectively, for these tests. Otherwise, we will use Spearman correlations. 

 Second, for both binary outcomes and effect sizes, we will construct multilevel models 

 with researcher predictions predicting actual results including random intercepts of study, sample 

 country, and sample source (university vs. community). Typically, random intercepts of 

 participant would also be included in multilevel models such as these because of the repeated 

 measures design. Random intercepts account for baseline differences in participant outcomes and 

 are necessary when observations are not independent. However, as our outcome measures (i.e., 

 the actual research results) will not vary according to researcher, including random intercepts in 

 these models would produce singular model fits. Thus, we will instead calculate prediction 

 “intercepts” for each researcher individually to include in our models as fixed effects. 

 Specifically, we will run separate models for each researcher (i.e., 400 total per outcome) with 

 their predictions predicting outcomes and extract the model intercepts. These values will then be 

 included in the models to account for baseline differences in researcher predictions. Both logistic 

 (binary outcomes) and linear (effect sizes) models have the following specification: result ~ 

 prediction + researcher_intercepts + (1|study) + (1|country) + (1|source). Calculated individual 

 researcher prediction slopes (i.e., their model coefficients) and random slopes of prediction for 

 study, sample country, and sample source will be tested to see if they contribute to the model. 

 They will be tested one at a time in the order listed and retained when they improve model fit. 

 For each addition, we will compare the new model’s Akaike information criterion (AIC) to the 

 previous model’s AIC and select the model with the lower value. 

 If we observe relationships between predicted results and actual results in aggregate (i.e., 

 the subsample level correlational analyses) or at the level of prediction (i.e., the multilevel model 
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 analyses), we will conclude that researchers are at least somewhat accurate in their predictions of 

 the generalizability of psychological effects across regional subsamples. The substance and 

 degree of their prediction accuracy will be inferred by the presence and magnitude of these 

 relationships across analyses. 

 Accuracy Measures 

 Brier scores and absolute effect size differences will serve as dependent variables in 

 multilevel linear models including random intercepts of researcher, study, sample country, and 

 sample source. The models' specification will be: score ~ 1+ (1|researcher) + (1|study) + 

 (1|country) + (1|source). The fixed intercepts in these models provide estimates of the overall 

 accuracy across predictions of each type. Random intercepts for sample, source, and study will 

 be examined to assess variations in accuracy. These models will serve as the base models for our 

 analyses examining what researcher characteristics relate to prediction accuracy. Tested 

 characteristics will include prediction confidence, involvement in the project, highest degree, 

 self-rated expertise in the project subfield, intellectual humility, and actively open-minded 

 thinking. These characteristics will be added as predictor variables and tested in separate models 

 to examine whether they are each individually associated with accuracy  . We will also include all 

 six variables in the same models to  examine  test  whether they independently predict accuracy.  We 

 chose to include both separate and simultaneous tests of these variables in our analyses to 

 provide more comprehensive results regarding their relationships with accuracy. 

 If we find an effect of a tested researcher characteristic on accuracy scores, we will 

 conclude that prediction accuracy relates to that characteristic. The impact of a given researcher 

 characteristic on accuracy will be inferred by the presence and magnitude of its effect across 

 analyses. Additional researcher characteristics will be tested as predictors of accuracy in a series 
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 of exploratory analyses. These will include prediction difficulty ratings, researcher beliefs, and 

 the other measures of research involvement, experience, and expertise. 

 Secondary Analyses 

 Overall Result Predictions 

 To examine whether researchers accurately predicted  the study-wide focal effect 

 outcomes and effect sizes, we will compare the single-item overall predictions to their 

 corresponding overall results within each study. We will report the mean predicted probabilities 

 relative to the effect outcomes. We will also use one-sample  t  -tests to compare the effect size 

 predictions to the observed effect sizes. For these tests, both standardized effect sizes and 

 unstandardized effect sizes with 95% confidence intervals will be reported. 

 Under- or Over-generalization 

 To examine whether researchers tended to over- or under-generalize on average, we will 

 compare the mean of the aggregated subsample predicted probabilities to the proportion of 

 observed subsample effects across the four studies using a one-sample  t  -test. We will report both 

 the standardized effect size and unstandardized effect size with 95% confidence intervals for this 

 test. 

 Moderation Predictions 

 We will also examine moderation predictions to determine how well researchers can 

 predict the probability of individual and subsample level moderation effects. First, we will fit 

 multilevel generalized linear models for the moderation predictions across the four studies. 

 Models for the individual level predictions and subsample level predictions will be fit separately; 

 each will include moderation predicted probabilities predicting binary moderation outcomes with 

 random intercepts of study, researcher, and moderator variable. The model specification will be: 
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 result ~ prediction + (1|study) + (1|researcher) + (1|moderator). Random slopes of prediction for 

 study, researcher, and moderator variable will be tested to see if they contribute to the model and 

 retained when they improve model fit. Additions will be tested one at a time in the order listed; 

 we will compare the new model’s AIC to the previous model’s AIC and select the model with the 

 lower value. 

 Brier scores will also be computed for the moderation predictions as a measure of 

 accuracy. In exploratory analyses, researcher characteristics will be tested as predictors of these 

 scores in multilevel linear models with the following specification: score ~ characteristic + 

 (1|researcher) + (1|moderator) + (1|study). 

 Researcher Beliefs 

 We will examine researcher beliefs about the focal effect and research generalizability for 

 each study separately. Relationships among researcher characteristics, mean Brier scores, mean 

 absolute effect size differences, and the researcher beliefs items will be examined and reported in 

 correlation tables. Mixed ANOVAs will compare differences between the three generalizability 

 belief items according to category (i.e., psychology overall, study subfield, and focal effect). We 

 will use post hoc pairwise comparisons with Satherwaite adjusted degrees of freedom to examine 

 simple effects. 
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 Table 1 

 Study Design Table 

 Question  Hypothesis  Sampling Plan  Analysis Plan  Rationale for 
 deciding the 
 sensitivity of the test 
 for confirming or 
 disconfirming the 
 hypothesis 

 Interpretation given 
 different outcomes 

 Can researchers 
 accurately predict the 
 generalizability of 
 psychological 
 phenomena? 

 We will observe a 
 positive relationship 
 between predicted and 
 actual  outcomes  in 
 aggregate  . 

 A minimum of 120 
 observations (i.e., 
 subsamples; four 
 projects x 15 countries 
 x two sample 
 sources). 

 Correlation between 
 the mean researcher 
 predicted probabilities 
 and the actual binary 
 outcomes. 

 A power sensitivity 
 analysis found that 
 120 observations 
 would provide 90% 
 power to detect 
 moderate correlations 
 (  r  = .290 with ɑ = 
 .05). 

 In aggregate, 
 researchers [  are (at 
 least somewhat)* / are 
 not  ] accurate in their 
 predictions of when 
 psychological effects 
 will generalize across 
 regional subsamples. 

 We will observe a 
 positive relationship 
 between predicted and 
 actual  outcomes  at the 
 level of prediction. 

 100 participants per 
 study (total  n  = 400) 
 recruited via the 
 Psychological Science 
 Accelerator’s 
 newsletter, project 
 updates, and social 
 media. 

 Multilevel generalized 
 linear model with 
 researcher outcome 
 probability predictions 
 predicting actual 
 binary outcome results 
 including calculated 
 researcher intercepts 
 and random intercepts 
 of study, sample 
 source, and sample 
 country. 

 A simulation-based 
 power analysis found 
 that 60 participants 
 per study would 
 provide more than 
 90% power to detect a 
 very small effect of 
 OR = 1.176 with ɑ = 
 .05. 

 Researchers [  are (at 
 least somewhat)* / are 
 not  ] accurate in their 
 predictions of when 
 psychological effects 
 will generalize across 
 regional subsamples. 
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 We will observe a 
 positive relationship 
 between predicted and 
 actual  effect sizes  in 
 aggregate  . 

 A minimum of 120 
 observations (i.e., 
 subsamples; four 
 projects x 15 countries 
 x two sample sources) 

 Correlation between 
 the mean researcher 
 predicted effect sizes 
 and the actual effect 
 sizes. 

 A power sensitivity 
 analysis found that 
 120 observations 
 would provide 90% 
 power to detect 
 moderate correlations 
 (  r  = .290 with ɑ = 
 .05). 

 In aggregate, 
 researchers [  are (at 
 least somewhat)* / are 
 not  ] accurate in their 
 predictions of the 
 sizes of psychological 
 effects across regional 
 subsamples. 

 We will observe a 
 positive relationship 
 between predicted and 
 actual  effect sizes  at 
 the level of prediction. 

 100 participants per 
 study (total  n  = 400) 
 recruited via the 
 Psychological Science 
 Accelerator’s 
 newsletter, project 
 updates, and social 
 media. 

 Multilevel linear 
 model with researcher 
 effect size predictions 
 predicting actual 
 effect sizes including 
 calculated researcher 
 intercepts and random 
 intercepts of study, 
 sample source, and 
 sample country. 

 A simulation-based 
 power analysis found 
 that 70 participants 
 per study would 
 provide more than 
 90% power to detect a 
 very small effect of η  2 

 = .002 with ɑ = .05. 

 Researchers [  are (at 
 least somewhat)* / are 
 not  ] accurate in their 
 predictions of the 
 sizes of psychological 
 effects across regional 
 subsamples. 

 What researcher 
 characteristics predict 
 the accuracy of their 
 generalizability 
 predictions? 

 Researcher 
 characteristics  †  will 
 predict  Brier scores 
 (i.e., the squared 
 prediction error) for 
 the outcome 
 predictions. 

 100 participants per 
 study (total  n  = 400) 
 recruited via the 
 Psychological Science 
 Accelerator’s 
 newsletter, project 
 updates, and social 
 media. 

 Multilevel linear 
 model with the 
 researcher 
 characteristic  † 

 predicting Brier scores 
 with random 
 intercepts of 
 researcher, study, 
 sample source, and 
 sample country. 

 A simulation-based 
 power analysis found 
 that 70 participants 
 per study would 
 provide more than 
 90% power to detect a 
 very small effect of η  2 

 = .003 with ɑ = .05. 

 The researcher 
 characteristic  †  is 
 [  positively/negatively/ 
 not  ] related to the 
 accuracy of outcome 
 probability predictions 
 across regional 
 subsamples. 
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 Researcher 
 characteristics  †  will 
 predict  absolute 
 effect size differences 
 between predictions 
 and results. 

 100 participants per 
 study (total  n  = 400) 
 recruited via the 
 Psychological Science 
 Accelerator’s 
 newsletter, project 
 updates, and social 
 media. 

 Multilevel linear 
 model with the 
 researcher 
 characteristic  † 

 predicting absolute 
 effect size differences 
 with random 
 intercepts of 
 researcher, study, 
 sample source, and 
 sample country. 

 A simulation-based 
 power analysis found 
 that 70 participants 
 per study would 
 provide more than 
 90% power to detect a 
 very small effect of η  2 

 = .003 with ɑ = .05. 

 The researcher 
 characteristic  †  is 
 [  positively/negatively/ 
 not  ] related to the 
 accuracy of effect size 
 estimates across 
 regional subsamples 

 Note.  This table includes the primary research questions  and their corresponding analyses. We excluded the theory column because outcomes won't 
 be interpreted as evidence for or against a given theory. 

 *  The degree of prediction accuracy will be inferred  by the magnitude of the relationship. 

 †  The researcher characteristics that will be tested  in the primary analyses are as follows: prediction confidence, involvement in the project, highest 
 degree, self-rated expertise in the project subfield, intellectual humility, and actively open-minded thinking. These measures will be tested 
 individually in separate models. We will also include all six variables in the same models  to assess whether  they independently predict accuracy  . 


